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BIKE SECURITY

Part II: Electronic devices to help keep your bike from being stolen

L

AST MONTH WE DI S C USSED VA R IOUS LOCKS
and other hard parts you can use to keep your pride and
joy in your garage and not someone else’s. This time
around we’re going to look at other ways to keep the
thieves away.
A L A R M SYST E M S
The fifth level of security is the electronic alarm system. These
range from simple motion detectors that activate an electronic siren to complex, multifunctional, black boxes that can disable the starter and/or ignition circuits, interrupt fuel flow,
flash the headlight and brake light, activate an electronic siren,
and signal a pager carried by the owner.
Several years ago, Harley-Davidson offered a basic alarm
system in its parts and accessories catalog. The system consisted of a small battery, a motion detector, and a tiny siren. In
theory, it would alert passersby to a possible theft in progress.
In reality, the battery could go dead, and even when the alarm
worked, it was more an annoyance to passersby than it was a
theft deterrent.
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A biker-friendly
parking garage
puts its motorcycle
parking where the
attendant can keep
an eye on the
bikes.

In recent years, more sophisticated
alarms have arrived on the market. Some
have borrowed from automotive technologies and use a small transmitter that
can be carried on the owner’s key ring.
Another uses radio frequency identification (RFID) to determine when the
owner is on or near the bike, then
disables the starter when the RFID tag
carried by the owner isn’t near the bike.
While these high-tech alarm systems
have some merit and can stop a bike
thief, there are some drawbacks. Any
system capable of rendering the bike
inoperable can also fail while the owner
is riding the bike. For example, a few
years ago I had a highly touted aftermarket alarm system on my bike. The alarm
wiring harness that came with the alarm
plugged into the stock wiring harness
and made installation simple. Any
attempt at moving the bike when the
alarm was on caused the lights to flash,
turned on a siren, and sent a signal to a
pager I carried on my belt. I thought my
bike was well-protected. (Relax, this is
not a story about some lowlife stealing
my Dyna.) Late one Saturday afternoon,
while riding home from a Labor Day
HOG rally, my bike’s engine stuttered. It
didn’t stall; it just acted like the engine
didn’t run for a few revolutions of the
flywheels. I instinctively looked at the
fuel gauge. I had about a quarter of a
tank, but what caught my eye was the
flashing of the check engine light. A few
miles down the road I stopped at a gas
station and filled the tank with
92 octane unleaded. Then the bike
would not start. The engine turned over
nicely when I pressed the starter button,
and I knew it had fuel. There I was,
about 50 miles from home, late on a
Saturday afternoon, on a holiday weekend. After allowing everything to cool
off a bit, the engine started. I made it
home with only one more stutter of the
engine and flash of the check engine
light. Sunday morning I didn’t want to
risk going for a ride and ending up
stranded somewhere, miles from home.
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Instead I checked the bike’s black box
for trouble codes. There were no codes
stored in its memory. I’d expected to
find some trouble codes pertaining to
sensors or the ignition circuit, but there
were none. Next I called the 24-hour
help number listed in the documents for
the alarm system. The phone had been
disconnected. Then I went online to
visit the alarm manufacturer’s web site.
When I saw the web site was gone, I
knew I was on my own. After checking
the connections to every sensor on the
engine, and all the connections going to
and from the alarm system and the stock
wiring system, I could not find any obvious problems. At this point I was skeptical about the alarm module itself.
Various connectors on the alarm system
wiring harness went to the starter relay,
the ignition module, lighting circuits,
the alarm’s siren, and the pager I carried
with me. If the alarm module had failed,
the entire system was useless because the
manufacturer had apparently gone out
of business.
Before jumping to conclusions, I used
a digital multimeter to check the continuity of every wire in the alarm system’s
wiring harness. This was more tedious
than it sounds because all the wires are
the same color: black. There is a reason
why all the wires were the same shade of
black. If alarm manufacturers used different colored wires similar to what
Harley-Davidson uses in its wiring harnesses, the thieves would soon figure out
which color wire to cut when disabling
an alarm. Well, all the wires checked out
okay. Now I was really skeptical of the
alarm module. Rather than risk a failure
of a crucial electrical circuit at some
future date, I removed the entire alarm
system and restored all the wires and
connectors to their original configuration. The bike has been running fine
ever since, and the check engine light
hasn’t flashed. Was the alarm module at
fault? Quite possibly.
Howev er, my personal ex p er i ence with
one alarm should not be taken as a condemnation of all high-tech electronic
a l arms. However, riders should be awar e
th an a failure in an alarm could interru p t
current flow to a fuel pump, ignition coil,
or start er relay. An alternative to buying an
a l arm system is installing a hidden switch
in the start er or ignition circuits on a carbureted bike or in the fuel pump circuit on
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This aftermarket alarm wiring harness
interfaces directly with the stock wiring
harness to make installation simple.
a fuel injected bike. The hidden switch
won’t prev ent a rollaway theft, but may
d e t er the thief who wants to ride a bike
away from the scene of the crime.
VE H I C L E R E C OV E RY
The final level of security doesn’t involve
theft deterrents, but rather vehicle
r e c o v ery after the theft. Combining
anti-theft systems with modern communications technology allows a stolen bike
to broadcast its location to law officers.
Two of the better-known compan i e s
providing theft recovery services are
LoJack and Find it Now USA.
LoJack has been in the stolen vehicle
r e c o v ery business since 1978, and has
b e en installing its systems on motorcycles
since 2002. The LoJack for motorcycles
f eatures a hidden radio transcei v er on th e
bike. W h en the owner rep o rts a motorcycle as stolen, the bike’s VIN is entered
into a nationwide database available to
law en f o r c em ent agencies and the LoJack
s y s t em. Then signals are sent out via radio
t r an s m i t t ers on towers located throughout the LoJack service ar ea. This signal
t r i g g ers the tran s c ei v er on the stolen
motorcycle to start transmitting a signal,
which is tracked by Lo Jack equipped
police cars, airplanes, or helicopters. A
motorcycle equipped with LoJack shows
no visible signs of the LoJack installation.
T h ere is no an t enna protruding wher e
thieves can see it and no warning sticker
affixed to any part of the bike.
The LoJack Early Warning Recovery
System is available for a price slightly
higher than Lo Jack for Motorcycles.
This system includes all the features of

the LoJack for Motorcycles, but adds an
early warning motion sensor. If the bike
is moved, the system can alert the owner
via phone, text message, or e-mail.
LoJack also includes a built-in backup
battery, which provides power to the
unit for 24 hours if the bike’s battery
fails or has been disconnected. LoJack
does not assess any recurring fees to
maintain protection.
The LoJack system has a lot to offer,
but it also has a few limitations. For
starters, LoJack only works on 12-volt
electrical systems. Second, LoJack’s services are not available in all 50 states.
Third, LoJack equipment is not meant
to be transferred from one bike to
another. When a Lo Jack-certified
installer puts the hidden radio transceiver on a motorcycle, the VIN is entered
into LoJack’s database. If the transceiver
were transferred to another bike, the
database would no longer be accurate.
Find It Now USA has a GPS-based
stolen vehicle recovery system. By combining a GPS receiver with cellular telephone technology, the Find It Now system can determine where a bike is along
with its movement and speed. Find It
Now sales representatives point out that
no system is 100 percent reliable. There
are a few isolated areas without cellular
telephone coverage, and an occasional
spot with poor GPS reception. To cope
with limitations in cellular coverage and
GPS reception, Find It Now can track
the movement of a motorcycle and note
the location when contact is lost. This
feature defines the area where law officers will need to search. For example, if
the signal from a stolen motorcycle was
lost in the driveway of a large metal
warehouse, the initial search could begin
with that warehouse.
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Find It Now is designed to be compatible with both 6- and 12-volt electrical systems. For a small fee, Find It Now
equipment can be transferred to a different vehicle if you sell the bike or trade
it in. Find It Now charges an annual fee
to cover the expense of the cellular
telephone technology the system uses.
ANOTHER O PTION
There are additional anti-theft strategies that don’t rely on locks, alarms, or
any other hardware. One way to make
your bike less attractive to thieves is to
add the bike’s VIN to parts the factory
did not mark. For example, I’ve often
used an electric engraving tool to mark
parts of my bikes with the VIN. I carefully engrave the VIN in concealed areas
on the bike, including the bottom of the
luggage rack and the back side of fender
struts. The disadvantage to this system
is that thieves and law officers don’t
know the VIN is on these parts until
they have been removed from the bike.
VINMARK is a patented, chemicalbased marking system that marks valuable
p arts of the motorcycle with the VIN.
Some riders may cringe at the thought of
having th eir bike’s parts emblazoned with
the VIN for ev eryone to see, but it’s not
like that. The VINMARK system begins
w i th the prep aration of a stencil that
includes the bike’s VIN along with th e
VINMARK name and a toll-free phone
n u m b er. The stencil is used during th e
application of the chemical gel to the su rface being marked. Af t er the stencil is
r emoved, the patented gel migrates into
the surface and cures. The end resu lt is a
p erman ent mark that is invisible under
n o rmal light and can only be seen under
ultraviolet light.
Although VINMARK doesn’t work
on chrome-plated parts, it can be applied
to windshields, painted fiberglass part s ,
plastic parts, painted metal parts, and
p o w d ercoated surfaces. VINMARK is
available at some dea l erships or can be
applied by the bike’s owner. If you go th e
do-it-yourself route, be aware that V I NMARK will ask for ex t ensive proof of
o w n ership before sending the stencil and
the chemical gel to a customer. The V I NMARK system also includes a warn i n g
sticker, which can be affixed to the cust o m er’s bike to caution would-be th i ev e s
that valuable parts of the bike have been
p erman en tly marked. This means th ey
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This alarm system paging transmitter is
smaller than a deck of playing cards, so
it’s easy to hide in the bike.
won’t be able to sell the windshield, fairing, fenders, fuel tank, Tour-Pak, or fiberglass saddlebags at the next swap meet
because these parts can be easily iden t ified by a law officer with a UV flashlight.
W H AT T O U S E ?
How do these levels of security apply to
differ ent riding and parking situations?
R i d ers who commute to work on th ei r
bikes should use all the levels of security
available to th em. If possible, park in a
differ ent place each day. Thieves notice
things like the same bike parked in th e
s ame place day after day.
Security at rallies is also important.
Well-organized motorcycle theft rings
have been known to take shopping lists
to rallies to steal bikes for their customers. Thieves can walk along a row of
parked motorcycles and determine
whether or not the fork is locked by the
position of the handlebars in relation to
the rest of the bike. Thieves will sometimes nudge a bike to see if a motion
detector sets off a siren or horn. Thieves
look at the front wheel for a disc lock
that may slow down their theft.
Thieves don’t sleep at night like the
rest of us. While you and I are asleep,
thieves are busy stealing bikes. If you’re
staying in a motel, try to park your bike

as near to your room as possible. Trying
to park within view of a security camera
has its benefits, but thieves often park a
truck or van between the camera and
their target bike. I’m a biker/camper,
and one of my tactics is to tie one of my
tent ropes to the kickstand on my bike.
Any attempt at moving my bike will pull
my tent down and immediately alert me
to a theft in progress.
Occasionally I hear new riders, or
even riders who have not attended any
major rallies, express some concern
about “people stealing my stuff.” I
understand this concern, and although
the vast majority of people attending rallies are law-abiding citizens, there may
be a few thieves in the crowd. My advice
is to leave the really valuable stuff at
home and carry only the necessities to a
rally. Then keep the essentials in your
pocket or purse and lock the rest to the
bike. I bought saddlebags that are large
enough to hold my riding jacket, then
had the bags modified so I can lock
them. For those occasions when the saddlebags are full, I use a steel cable pulled
through one sleeve of the jacket and my
full-face helmet to secure those items to
my bike.
Security at home is something many
riders don’t think about until it’s too
late. Thieves are on the lookout for bikes
to steal. Some employ spotters to find
bikes they can target. If you have a
garage, keep the bike in the garage, and
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keep the door closed and locked.
Thieves have been known to cruise
through residential neighborhoods looking for bikes in open garages. If you don’t
have a garage and must park outside,
invest in a motorcycle cover suitable for
outdoor use. I suggest you avoid the type
of cover with a huge Harley emblem on
it. Buy a generic cover so thieves won’t
know what brand of bike is beneath it. I
know of one rider in a large urban area
who covers his custom Shovelhead with
a cover bearing the name of a less-desirable metric brand. So far the thieves
haven’t figured out this ruse and have
left the Shovelhead alone.
One of my riding acquaintances fort ified one third of his garage as a motorcycle vault. His bikes are chained to
U - b o lts set in a reinforced concrete floor.
T h ere are no tools in the vault or the adjac ent garage that could be used to cut or
b r eak the bikes loose. The door to th e
vault is in the garage and the garage has an
electronic alarm with a battery backup.
One of my neighbors takes a much
simpler approach to keeping his Wide
Glide secure. The bike is parked parallel
to the back wall of the garage where it
can’t be moved without backing one of
the cars out of the way.
In my garage the original wooden door
has been replaced by a steel one. The only
window has frosted glass to allow light in,
while prev enting prying eyes from seei n g
the goodies inside. The back door has
b e en fortified with two dea d b o lt locks,
one of which is only operable from th e
inside. The garage door open er gets its
power through an unmarked switch at
the rear of the garage.
W H AT I F
If you are a victim of motorcycle theft,
call the police as soon as you notice your
bike is missing. If you see the theft in
progress, don’t be a hero or a vigilante.
Thieves are often armed. Instead, call
911 and observe the thieves from a safe
distance. Get as much information as
possible about the number of thieves,
and their physical descriptions. If the
stolen bike is being loaded into a van or
truck, get a description of the vehicle, it’s
plate number (if possible), and its direction of travel after leaving the scene.
Filling out a stolen vehicle report is no
fun. The police will ask for personal and
vehicle information including the make,
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Here’s what VINMARK looks like under UV
light. Under normal light, the marking is
invisible.
model, color, VIN, and approximate
mileage on the bike. The police will also
ask where and when you last saw your
bike. Be prepared to have your ID ready
so you can prove who you are. You will
be expected to provide contact information including your home phone number
and your cellphone number. If possible,
get a copy of the stolen vehicle report to
submit to your insurance company.
That said, you should never keep your
bike’s certificate of registration or your
insurance certificate on the bike. These
valuable documents should be in your
wallet chained to your belt or pants to
thwart pickpockets.
Filing an insu r ance claim is also no
fun. The insu r ance company will ask for
all the same information the police wan ted and will ask if th ere is a lien on th e
bike. If you are a responsible policyholder with a good claims history, the insu rance company will offer you a settl em ent
based on the average selling price of bikes
s i m i l ar to yours. If th ere is an y thing su spicious about your claim, fraud investigators will scrutinize your claim to make
sure it is legitimate. Victims of motorcycle theft may want to check out
StolenMotorcycleRegistry.com.
CONCLUSION
I’ll close this article with a scary statistic.
In the time it’s taken you to read about

an t i - theft strategies, at least one motorcycle has been stolen somew h ere in the 50
s tates. It may have been a Ja p anese sportbike or an Amer i c an touring bike. It could
have been a new Eu r o p ean cruiser or a
well-used scooter. The theft figures I
found for 2007 indicate that a motorcycle
theft occurs ev ery sev en minutes. That
number is just for the US. When I asked
Sgt. Robert Kenney of the Connecticut
State Police, who leads a national antitheft task force, how many levels of security should you have on your bike, he
answered, “One more th an the thief wants
to deal with. Then the thief turns his
a t t ention elsew h ere and looks for a less
secure target.” The tru th is, if ev ery
A m er i c an Iron rea d er were to lock his
bike’s fork, use a locking gas cap, add a
brake lock of some kind, install an alarm ,
and somehow mark ev ery salable part of
his bike, the problem of motorcycle theft
would continue because thieves would just
look for bikes that wer en’t as well secured.
Howev er, your bike would probably not be
the next one to become a theft statistic.
Finally, what happened to the
Knucklehead stolen from my uncle
Alphonse? Later that su m m er, he and I
went to a county fair. He found a fortuneteller in a sideshow tent and paid her a
few dollars for information about his stolen
bike. She whispered some mumbo jumbo
into her crystal ball and announced, “Your
motorcycle has given its life so that others
may ride.” We interpreted this to mean the
bike had been stripped for parts. The
Knucklehead was nev er recovered. AIM
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